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ISSUE 50:- we finally made it !!! This issue is an im-
portant milestone for us as we reflect on the past ten 
years and ponder on the next steps from here. World 
wide, magazines have been going into extinction due 
to financial downturns and the cost of production.  The 
advancement of social media has rapidly changed the 
way we consume information but we're still here!

This issue couldn’t have come at a better time than 
Trinidad carnival . It’s well documented that Trinis bear 
the mundane nuances of daily life by releasing during 
the Carnival season... So if the current economic and 
social climate is any indication, then bredda, we have 
a lot to release! This Carnival our belts may be tighter 
than ever and this recession has affected both men 
and women of all shapes, sizes, ethnicities & weave 
lengths.  But as members of the Soca Kingdom, we 
absolutely cannot deny our innate desire to wine and 
fling it up in the Savannah.

We have spent ten years perfecting the pump and it’s 
only right that for our 50th Issue, we bring to you the 
SCORCH Guide to Carnival.   Who knows the ins and 
outs of Carnival better than the ultimate pumpers?!

We also would like to thank all of our sponsors, adver-
tisers, contributors, fans, haters, well wishers, and you 
for sticking with us on this roller coaster journey that 
got us here. So in memory of our good friend Devon 
Matthews, we say “Even though the road is long no 
matter what come I know we go make it”

+
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HATE IT
RATE IT

HATE IT

Potholes (Nationwide..
but mostly Maraval)

RATE IT
Iphone seX

RATE IT

RATE IT
Bitcoin

Soca Kingdom

HATE IT

Murder Rate

HATE IT
The Price to Fete

OR
T H E  U LT I M AT E

Fetetiquette 
Guide
SCORCH gives you the ultimate guide to feting 
this Carnival. We break down everything from 
All-Inclusive Fetes vs Cooler Fetes, How to dress 
for a fete and even your porta-potty etiquette 
(Yes we said porta-potty etiquette)   

50 Issues DeeP
Issue 50 is a special issue for us at SCORCH. We 
thank you, our loyal readers for pumpin' with 
us 10 years strong! Join us as we celebrate 
Issue 50 with a countdown of all our SCORCH 
magazine covers.

Bitcoin
Whats the hype with Bitcoin?
 Is it worth it?

I N  T H I S  E D I T I O N

#

//THESCORCH.COM// 7
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You can’t play mas if you 
‘fraid powder – or water! 
As the name implies, this 
is a water party, so don’t 
be surprised or angry 
when that hose bade 
dong yuh ass without a 
warning.You’re best off 
wearing something light 
and tight for this occa-
sion, lest you leave the 
fete in heavy, soaking 
clothes looking like a pile 
of wet drapes.

The wet fete’s older, 
ugly half-brother, the 
paint party is NOT the 
place for anything re-
motely fancy. We know 
you wanna look good 
for those pre-party IG 
selfies, but remember
paint doh dry out like 
water, so whatever you 
wear should be dapper 
but disposable.

From the time you stopped getting toys 
for Christmas, clothes became their 
replacement. And with Carnival conveni-
ently right after the yuletide season, that 
crop top from your Aunty, romper from 
your bestie or fresh kicks you bought for 

yourself, quickly come in handy. But for 
many the problem isn’t having the right 
clothes, but knowing the right time and 
place to wear them. For those who are a 
bit green to the fete scene, let the 
SCORCH Fashion Police help you out.

Wet 
Fete

You dont 
wanna be

this guy

2

1 Paint 
Party

Cooler fetes are your chance to keep it simple 
but sexy. Fellas, toting a cooler is the perfect
excuse to flex your triceps, and ladies, you 
should have been in that squat rack since
November, so now is your chance to throw on 
those high-waisted shorts and show yuh
dutty, stinking ex who horn yuh last year what 
he missing out on now. #manisdog
#newyearnewme

It’s Carnival Wednesday and you’re looking to 
pump SCORCH DDI with the crew. By now
those Savannah laps and Chancellor sprints 
should have paid off, so flaunt that ish!
Swimsuits and wraps for the ladies, tanks or 
plunging v-necks for the men, and shades for
both.

Thanks to the likes of 1 
st Jam and Bachannal 
Road, one no longer has 
to wait until Carnival
Monday and Tuesday to 
see hordes of bare skin. 
Fellas, any type of vest 
and shorts combo will 
suffice here, and ladies, 
feel free to be a bit dar-
ing and rock last year’s 
Monday wear or
a bikini and shorts. Ho 
ever, if you do decide to 
wear that high-cut whole 
piece, just remember, if 
you split in the middle, 
you risk exposing that slit 
in the middle too!

Road 
Party

Boat 
Cruise

4

5

3

Cooler 
fete

F E T E T I Q U E T T E  G U I D E  ' 1 8

DRessing for feteeing101
// KIT //
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While they sometimes get a bad rep for being 
too stush, what all-inclusives lack in fun,
they definitely make up for in flam. Ladies, 
this is the fete you wear that outfit to. What
outfit you ask? The one you bought 3 years 
ago, and paid way too much money for, but 
you

HAD to have it and have been saving it and 
patiently waiting for the perfect occasion to
wear it. Yes, that outfit. And guys, y’all need 
to look the part too. Women love a foreigner
since “all Trini man is dog” and you won’t 
stand a chance next to that Tyson Beckford 
lookalike from Brooklyn if you wearing the 
same ole jeans and wash out polo everybody 
tired see you in.

All 
Inclusive

WANNA SEE 

YOUR AD 
IN THE NEXT 

SCORCH MAGAZINE?
GIVE US A RING OR SEND US

 AN EMAIL FOR OUR RATES
P: 868 623-1200 E: scorchmag@gmail.com

6
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Monday Wear: Laura Narayansingh Makeup: MUA House
Photography: Ikenna Douglas Editing: Nkosi Legendre

Thief a wine a 
like a criminal
- Lyrikal

"
"

//THESCORCH.COM// 13

Melissa 
Young_
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SCORCH, Winer 
Boy, Spark and 
IceBox made sure 
we started off the 
year with a proper 
JAM! The trucks 
were loaded, the 
drinks were free and 
the ladies were in 
exceptional form.  
This event had us 
definitely counting 
down the days till 
Carnival.
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Don't  make amateur alterations to 
your costume. Put down Granny old sew-
ing machineand go find yourself a proper 
tailor. You never even learn to hem a pants 
but yuh trying to adjust a whole bottom 
piece with a needle, stapler and some 
krazy glue.

Don't  wear the whole thing on 
Monday. Yes we know Carnival does bring 
out the never-see-come- see in everyone 
but as mentioned, things fall apart. If you 
wear it all on Monday,you’re risking your 
Carnival Tuesday. Ladies, invest in some 
Monday wear and fellas, pick up
a nice board shorts for yourself.

Don't  complain about the size/colour/design if 
you got one free. Costumes prices have literally tripled 
in less than 10 years, so be happy that you didn’t pay 
for yours. Don’t be that ungrateful asshole in the mas 
camp saying “green doesn’t really go well with my 
complexion but I guess I’ll take it anyway” ‘cause come 
next year you won’t be so lucky.

Don't  sacrifice safety and comfort for the sake 
of fashion. Ladies, heeled boots look great,but you 
know what doesn’t? You hopping and dropping like 
David Rudder after half an hour when your feet start to 
kill you. Guys, same goes for you. Don’t forego your 
glasses if you don’t wear contacts, just so you could 
rock a fresh pair of Raybans. No sense in trying so 
hard to look cool, but not being able to look where you 
going.drunk and tiredMonday night, but starting off 
Carnival Tuesday with your crotch smelling like a wet 
dog isno way to hit the road.

W
arning

: T
hese are no

t co
stum

e ad
justm

ent to
o

ls. 

Do collect your costume early and 
on time. Don’t be that fool skating in 
the mas camp or distribution centre 2 
minutes before they close on Carnival 
Friday, and then vex that youcyah 
get the size 34” pants switch to a 36” 
cause you didn’t lose them extra five 
pounds you thought you would (and 
never do).

Do choose an appropriate size for 
your body. Ladies, take a C cup or 
larger if you know youwent through 
at least three guava seasons, and 
forego the thong if you only squat on 
the toilet. Fellas, similarly, don’t try to 
squeeze that big belly into a pants that 
is the same size as
yuh jockey shorts.

Do wash anything you wear on 
Monday that you intend to re-wear on 
Tuesday. While the ladies have Mon-
day wear, guys have less options for 
both days on the road. If you’re gonna 
wear the same pants twice though, 
at least give it a wash in between. We 
know the last thing you studying is to 
fight up with soap powder when you 
come home drunk and tired Monday 
night, but starting off Carnival Tuesday 
with your crotch smelling like a wet 
dog is no way to hit the road.

Do expect your costume to 
fall apart at some point. Again, we 
know you paid a fortune for it, ladies 
especially, and while the majority of it 
should stand up, a little wear and tear 
is to be expected. Don’t start b!tching 
because a feather fell out your head-
piece at 5pm on Carnival Tuesday. It 
was made in China, not by God.

F E T E T I Q U E T T E  G U I D E  ' 1 8 DEFINITELY DO SCORCH ALANTICA IN 
TRIBE THIS CARNIVAL

Costume
do's & Dont 

DO This!

DO This!
Don't

// KIT //

+

+
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The nearest thing 
to partying in Ve-
gas that Trinidad 
has to offer.  With 
Hilton's newly 
renovated pool 
as its backdrop, 
Cabanas brought 
the Boxing Day 
pump to life.  The  
event featured 
free drinks, pool-
side cabanas and 
some very sexy 
bottle hostesses, 
all the while be-
ing entertained 
by an all star DJ 
lineup plus a cou-
ple surprises!  

SCAN
THIS PAGE

WITH
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SOCA+ UBER. Almost a better mix 
than rum and coke. If you had to 
imagine how much vybz this cruise 
was, take that number and multiply 
it by a trillion. And with the wide 
ocean surrounding you on each 
side , there’s no better place to thief 
ah whine
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// SEVEN PLUS //

+Melissa 
Young_Monday Wear: Laura Narayansingh Makeup: MUA House

Photography: Ikenna Douglas Editing: Nkosi Legendre

Carnival, it
sweet for days
-Patrice Roberts

"
"
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     Mastering The   
     aim Game
It’s amazing 
how Steph 
Curry could 
score 

double-digit 3s in a single 
game, but after four
drinks the aver-
age man cyah 
manage to 
keep a line of 
fluid in a 12 
inch bowl. We 
recommend you 
aim straight and 
up to avoid any splashes 
around the bottom of the 
rim which could leave yuh 
jeans in ah scenes.

Mastering 
the Hover

The amount of bacteria 
present on a porter potty 

seat sits at number 2 on the 
all-time germs list (just behind 
the drain water from Charlotte 
Street) so there’s no way you 

resting your clean cocoa butter 
bottom on DAT! Enter the 

hover. Firstly, start by making 
sure the floor is dry, so yuh 

doh slip and de whole of you 
end up in the potty*. Secondly, 

give the seat a wipe anyway, 
just in case yuh legs wobble ‘cause yuh still sore 
from spin class yesterday and yuh bamsee touch 

it by accident. Thirdly, pop a squat and hold it, 
bracingagainst the walls of the porter potty with 
your hands for extra stability.*Note: If this does 
happen, your life is over. Consider emigrating 

to Singapore or at the very least, not leavingy-
our house for 37 years, after which the public 

shaming should have subsided.

The Curse of the  
Purse         

Chances are you aren’t heading to 
that bathroom without your ‘es-
sentials’ – i.e. wet wipes,lipstick 
and some make-up – so you’re 
already one free hand short but 

need both to effectthe afore-
mentioned hover. Your best 

bet? Bring a partner. Be it your 
girlfriend or yuh man, drag one 

ah dem along to be on clutch 
watch while you bend yuh knee 

and pee.

     URINAL 
     USAGE
While whipping out yuh 
lolo a mere foot away 
from a complete stranger 
is objectively a bit 
awkward, we still rec-
ommend using urinals 
versus a toilet, where 
available. Reason 
being the actual 
distance to bowl is 
shorter, so despite 
you having the ac-
curacy of a giddy 
Stevie Wonder, 
you’re more likely 
to sprinkle on the 
toilet seat. 

Even the strongest of bladders eventually succumb to alcohol’s diuretic effects, so despite your best 
efforts to hold it in, after all that rum and the shot of Henny, yuh looking to break the seal. But navigat-
ing a public restroom is by no means an easy feat, and comes with a unique set of challenges for both 
sexes.

F E T E T I Q U E T T E  G U I D E  ' 1 8

PORT-a POTTY 101

Relapse AD (Chinee)
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Jeulynn is Trinidad’s lead-
ing Beauty Supply Store that 
retails the latest in Luxury 
Skin, Makeup, Hair and Fra-
grance. It goes with the 
slogans, Look Beautiful, Feel 
Beautiful, Be Beautiful. 

They provide not just the 
trendiest palettes and must 
haves for the beauty enthu-
siast, but they pride them-
selves with the “Experience” 
that is usually lacking with 
many retail environments. 
That is Service, Friendly And 
Professional Staff. Their staff 
aren't there to just "sell" but 
to consult and recommend.  
They recognize that every-
one is different and what is 
trendy is not necessarily the 
solution for everyone. Their 
customers upon arrival are 
immediately made to feel 

welcomed and pampered.  
What a way to shop! 
Located in One Woodbrook 
Place and Trincity Mall, 
Jeulynn is always on the 
pulse of what’s happening 
in the makeup world. Well 
researched and specific 
products that cater to our 
unique environment and 
shade range. With the cur-
rent boom in social media 
retail type offerings, it’s still 
very important to be able to 
touch, feel and see what you 
are investing in, and to be 
able to trust in the reputa-
tion of their consultants that 
are credible and trustworthy 
when offering recommenda-
tions. Come in today for 
your “Experience” They 
would Love to have you. 
Make today a Jeulynn Day.

Jeulynn Beauty Ltd
One Woodbrook Place (868) 225-8425

Trincity Mall (868) 227-9255
Instagram: @jeulynn

F E T E T I Q U E T T E  G U I D E  ' 1 8

Get Brushed
with

// KIT //
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survival kit

E2 Energy 
Vitamins
The perfect vitamin 
for when yuh reach in 
de "Savannah" or "de 
party LIT". Mash it up! 
Fine fine fine!

     SCORCH
RADIO APP
The Original Pumpin’ 
Machine is LIVE… all day, 
EVERYDAY! Download 
the app and pump with us 
everywhere!

    Water
Fun Fact: Beer is 95% 
water, but that 5% 
alcohol is an irrespon-
sible moment waiting to 
happen.The key is to stay 
hydrated for the pump.  
The Scorch Cheat? Drink 
a bottle of water for every 
3 beers! 

Sunblock
We like our BBQ dark 
and charred, not our 
skin. Take front and ap-
ply that SPF50 liberally.

CARNIVAL
F E T E T I Q U E T E  G U I D E  ' 1 8

// KIT //

Sunglasses
Some wear it for style, some 
wear it to block out the haters, 
some wear it to stare down a 
bumper. Whatevr the reason, its 
a carnival essential.

CONDOMS
Carnival babies, STDs 
and spikes in the sales of 
Postinor can be avoided… 
Do the right thing like Spike 
Lee.

6

4

2

Find My 
Phone app
For the wreckless, drunk-
en lost phone moments or 
the veritably unavoidable 
pick pockets, safeguard 
your phone during the 
pump.  Last thing you 
need is those nudes get-
ting in the wrong hands!

5 

3

7

1

SCAN
THIS PAGE

WITH

//THESCORCH.COM// 29
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SCORCH 50 is here just in time for our 10 
year anniversary so its only right that we count 
down every SCORCH cover to celebrate. How 
many issues do you own. Do you own them 
all? If you do send us a pitcure or video and 
you will be in for a really nice surprise. 
Email us at everythingscorch@gmail.com

50 Issues
DEEP

Remember when ...
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101

ADULTING 101 PRESENTS

One of the differences between using bitcoin and using 
regular money online is that bitcoin can be used without 
having to link any sort of real-world identity to it. 
Bitcoin does not keep track of users; it keeps track of ad-
dresses where the money is. 

This is done with a branch of mathematics known as 
public key cryptography.

Bitcoin is a digital 
currency which aims to do 
away with all the problems we 
have paying for anything. 

Think of the current situation: 
You're online and want to pur-
chase a pair of sneakers.  This 
transaction requires you to 
provide private identity details 
and the banks still charge you 
a transaction fee to spend yuh 

own money.  After a while those 
transactions add up, and you may 
just have to hide the credit card 
statement from your wife because 
of  your monthly subscription to 
PornHub.com.

In 2008, a programmer named 
Satoshi Nakamoto Nakamoto 
said he had enough and Bitcoin 
was born.  

Here’s the rundown.

A public key is what determines the ownership of bitcoins, 
and is very similar to an ID number. 

If someone wanted to send you bitcoins, all you would 
need to do is supply them your bitcoin address

For example, if Bob has 1 bitcoin at the bitcoin address 
"ABC123," and Alice has no bitcoins at the bitcoin ad-
dress "DEF456," Bob can send 0.5 bitcoins to "DEF456." 
As soon as the transaction is processed, Alice and Bob 
both have 0.5 bitcoins. Anyone using the system can see 
how much money "ABC123" has and how much money 
"DEF456" has, but they cannot tell anything about who 
owns the address.

Anonymity

Public Key (user code)

// COIN //

In the example above, "ABC123" and "DEF456" are the 
bitcoin addresses of Bob and Alice. But Bob and Alice each 
have a second key which only they individually know. This is 
the private key, and it is the "other half" of a Bitcoin address. 
The private key is never shared, and allows the owner of the 
bitcoins to control them. 

However, if the private key is not kept secret, then anyone 
who sees it can also control and take the bitcoins there. 

Sites or users using the Bitcoin system are required to use a 
global database called the blockchain. The blockchain is a 
record of all transactions that have taken place in the Bitcoin 
network. It also keeps track of new bitcoins as they are gen-
erated. With these two facts, the blockchain is able to keep 
track of who has how much money at all times.

To generate a bitcoin, computers run specialised software. 
Because of how complicated the math needed to gener-
ate a bitcoin is, they must be calculated with very powerful 
processors. 

The process of generating the bitcoins is called mining. Peo-
ple who use their computers to mine Bitcoin, are paid with a 
small percentage of the bitcoins they generate

Wallets provide a handy way to keep track of all of a user's 
public and private addresses. Because addresses are 
pseudo-anonymous, anyone can have as many addresses as 
they want. This is useful for dealing with multiple people, but 
it can get complicated to manage multiple accounts. A wallet 
holds all of this information in a convenient place, just like a 
real wallet would.

Private Key (password)

The Blockchain (The database)

Mining (The Mint)

Wallets

If you're trying to make some money from Bitcoin, get 
yourself a super computer and begin mining. Its small, 
but 100 pennies add up to a dollar.

//THESCORCH.COM// 33
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2306. Teri-Leigh Bovell
Teri-Leigh Bovell has been our 
7+ ideal since 19 o-long! We 
even have this cover framed 
and hung at the office.

Issue 10
has gone 
missing. Help 
us find a 
copy and win 
something 
cool 

//THESCORCH.COM// 35
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Monday Wear: Marie Collette Makeup: Kai Forde
Photography: Ikenna Douglas Editing: Nkosi Legendre

+Shadik
 Day_

Nothing and 
Nobody lke you
-Erphaan Alves

"
"
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PROVIDE & SLIP IN
The average patron may not know this,
but every fete has anywhere between
13 - 47 service providers, and after a while security 
loses track of who is who and there for what. Sling a 
camera around your neck or throw a loop of electrical 
cord over your shoulder and head for the service en-
trance with a serious face. #confidenceiseverything

NO COMP...NO PUMP 
You're on the committee or know someone who is, and 
you've been blessed with a precious complimentary 
ticket. Swagger your way into that party like you own 
it, knowing you didn't pay a cent to come and drink out 
the people bar. #noshameinyuhgame

PLUS ONE & DONE 
You weren't lucky enough to get a free pass directly, but 
yuh friend have a Visa face so you roll with him/her so 
they could get you in with them. Note, this works best if 
you're a good-looking female, so be honest with yuhself 
before yuh reach the door only to get brace and get 
leave outside de dance. #sorrynotsorry

TO GET IN THE FETE

PERFORM
& STORM 
Every soca artiste worth their weight 
in chili bibi these days has back-up 
dancers, a hype man, a bodyguard, 
a  driver, a social media manager, or 
some kinda auxiliary staff. Pose as 
any of the above and come through 
backstage with his/her entourage. 
#clique

PAY YUH WAY
No link? No problem! Jump out the cash 
and get a ticket in hand early. You could 
always sell it if you find a way to get in free 
after. #bettersafethansorry

4

3

1

2

5
(INSERT FACE HERE)

F E T E T I Q U E T T E  G U I D E  ' 1 8

5 Ways 

Get down to the venue early to help set up, 
then lime under a tent (preferably the bar 
tent) until the party starts.  Played right, yuh 
backstage and all.  NB: walk with a change 
of clothes

TIP FROM A PROFESSIONAL PUMPER

// F*CKERY //T

boy...Hypa tell me to just 
come down, Is me and 

these two birds...

No ticket no entry
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NEVER ask the 
random girl in the gym 
line for her number.  
Unless you pulled up 
in a Ferrari, no girl is 
THAT desperate for 
small talk or friends- 
far less a man.

Etiquette (noun)
the customary code of polite behaviour in society or 
among members of a particular profession or group.

DONT be giving out 
people number like is 
collection money in 
church.  Some folks 
actually use what's 
app as a very personal 
form of communica-
tion.

Changing your dis-
play pic to random 
quotes, words, say-
ings and song lyrics 
makes it harder for 
people to figure out 
who they're speaking 
to. Leh we see yuh 
face huh! Geez!

Don't send a rude 
joke and then 15 
minutes later, send 
this "Prayer mes-
sage" to us that will 
ensure our eternal 
damnation if not 
forwarded to 10 
friends.  Since when 
you turn Pastor 
Cuffie?!

Your every waking 
thought DOES NOT 
need to be broadcast-
ed.  We've got Twitter 
for that!  Quite frankly, 
since nobody wanna 
tell yuh and Scorch 
loves you, we will: 
NOBODY CARES!

Just because someone 
has your number, 
doesn't mean they 
actually want to 
converse with you on 
what's app. Are you 
Facebook friends? Do 
you even know their 
government name? 

ETIQUETTE DO'S 

AND 

DONT'S

21 3

654

// F*CKERY //

YES. 
We had to make 
a whole page for 
it. It is that big 

of deal

...EVEN MORE RULES

Whatsapp Groups are now 
the new way of info sharing, 
from roadblock updates to 
videos of your latest robbery 
or leaked nude pics, What-
sApp groups are the modern 
day version of  small talk by 
the water cooler.   Here’s how 
to make sure another group 
isn’t started specifically 
without you. 

-------------

RULE5

RULE4

RULE2

RULE3

RULE1
Stop.
Sending.
Messages.
Like.
This.
Seriously.
Its.
Annoying.

When in doubt, don't forward.  
Verify things before passing 
them on. We begging yuh!  
Modern day chain mail isn’t 
cool.

Do we even NEED to 
explain this one? 
Sidenote* Rookie move 
to have automatic media 
download in a group chat.

Because you bored by yourself at 3:30am on a Tuesday morning, 
nobody else needs to be hearing your messages of loneness pingiing 
off their phone in the middle of the night. Go masturbate and sleep.
sidenote* Pro tip mute group chats for a year.

If you’re lurking in a group chat 
(not saying anything) secretly 
judging everyone else, at least 
occasionally respond with 
*something* to remove that 
creepy  stalker vibe that you 
giving off.

-----------------------
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50
The cover is the 
first part if the 
magazine you see 
when you go to 
the cash register 
of your favorite 
boutique; so 
we take pride in 
making our cover 
irresistible. Every 
cover is special to 
us. Selecting our 
7+ cover model 
is a very careful 
process. To be a 
7+ requires a hot 
bod, a hot brain 
with a dash of 
confidence. Over 
the years we have 
worked with some 
of the Caribbean's 
hottest women 
who are all leaders 
in their fields; 
dancers, pilots, 
athletes, musicians 
and even a Miss 
Universe.

www.thescorch.com
40
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Green
JACKet
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Swimsuits by
MOOD SWINGS

Sherniece Rajkumar
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Arielle Wharton
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THE CARNIVAL 2012 ISSUE

VOL 5 | January 2012

A.K.A

50 Editions Deep in 
this b*@ch

47. Stephanie Charles
To celebrate the birth of 
SCORCH TV this very special 
issue - SCORCH Scripted 
delves into everything FILM 
across the island. 7+ Stephanie 
Charles poses as Tomb Raider 
for this film inspired cover.

49. Nailah Blackman
The multi-talented Nailah Black-
man graces our the cover of 
The Sizzlin' Scannable Summer 
Issue. Yes we said Scannable. 
Get a copy and scan the cover. 
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Catering – Everything is 
taken care of for you. Yuh 
could come hungry and sober, 
only to stuff yuh face, wine 
yuh waist and leave sh!tfaced!

No toting! – Nothing like 
walking in a dance hands-
free. Only thing you bringing 
is vibes and vex money, and 
only thing you taking home is 
a bad head and a bad ting.

The ladies – Hear nah, you 
see thossssssssse women, 
the ones you wonder WHERE 
they does be for the rest of 
the year? All-inclusives are 
where you find those rare and 
hidden jewels. #wherealldem-
womandoescomefromdad-
dyyyyyyyyyyy

Price – Between gas and 
grocery prices, people money 
tightAnd jumping out close to 
a grand so early in the year 
when you just made a resolu-
tion to save more might not be 
a smart move.

Attire – Yes you want to 
look nice but, no good 6:30 
wine ever came from a gyal 
in a bespoke fitted dress. All 
those fancy clothes can be 
both a hassle and financial 
headache, and the more 
people dress up is the less 
they wine down.

Service time – After 
finally catching a good head, 
yuh turn back sober cause 
you’ve been waiting by the 
bar behind a fella who order 
was 2 scotch and coconut, 
a vodka and sodawith a lime 
wedge, a Carib in a napkin 
and 5 Punchy Punch shots 
“but only if they have thefruit 
punch flavour okay?” *insert 
impatient roll eye here*

Cooler challenges 
– If you’re a guy moving 
with a group of women, it’s 
understood that youhave 
to carry the cooler and not 
ONE of dem blasted b!tches 
gonna help yuh. If you’re a 
woman, you have to worry 
about tripping over coolers 
while navigating the party in 
wedges‘cause you was tryna 
look cute, but nearly fall and 
cyat-spraddle at least three 
times
already.

Limited drinks – Is only 
so much a cooler could hold, 
and by the time that one 
friend (youknow, the one who 
doh contribute but does drink 
the most) refill his cup 2-3 
times, the bottle done reach 
half already.

No food – Is after midnight 
and drinks flowing but you 
aint eat ah meal since 7 cause 
you was busy getting 2 extra 
tickets at 8, passing in the 
grocery for ice and chaser at 
9, to reach
back home and start getting 
ready at 10 so you could pick 
up yuh gyal and her friends by 
11.Now yuh belly in yuh hand 
and all yuh could think about 
is that box ah dead on the 
wayhome after. #threepiece-
withextrafries

Price – At an average 
price of $350, yuh doh 
hadda buss yuh pocket 
to go out and buss ah 
wine. Plus, yuh must 
have some left over liquor 
from Christmas to take 
with you.

Vibes – With a relaxed 
dress code and drinks at 
your fingertips, it doh take 
long for the party
to build up and tings to 
get sweaty. No stush 
vibes here!

Availability of 
drinks – No disap-
pointing excuses by the 
bar like “sorry, the Hen-
nessy finish”
to sour yuh vibes. You 
know what you have and 
how much, and is easy 
access too.

ProS CONS

ALL INCLUSIVE Fete

Cooler feteCooler fete

ALL INCLUSIVE Fete

(INSERT FACE HERE)

// F*CKERY //
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// SEVEN PLUS //
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cost of carnival in cost of carnival in

$700 (2 cooler fete 
cuz she going eve-
rything else free)

$9800 (tickets for 
him AND her)

$1200 (1 bottle per 
fete)

$2450

$60

$5200

$180 (3 trips to the 
barber)

$900 (Gym Nov-Feb)

$1000 Increase

$200 Increase

$4375

$60

$150 (maybe 3 
drinks for the 

season… cuz she 
independent)

$2800 (mani, pedi, 
lash extensions  

OR 1 good weave)

$1200 (Yoga Nov-
Feb)

$600 Increase

$400 Increase

$5795 (Atlantica 
backline with all the 
frills #scorchdawg)

$300 $0

$200 $0

$0

$550

$475

$0

$4000

$40

FETE TICKETS
 (4 COOLER AND 1 ALL INCLUSIVE)

GETTING FIT

ACCESSORIES/MAKE UP

COOLER STOCKS

GAS

MONDAY WEAR

HANGOVER HELPER

PHONE

CLOTHING & FOOTWEAR

COSTUME

PERSONAL MAINTENANCE

JOUVERT

CARNIVAL FOOTWEAR

DRINKS BY THE BAR

GETTING FIT

ACCESSORIES/MAKE UP

COOLER STOCKS

GAS

MONDAY WEAR

HANGOVER HELPER

PHONE

CLOTHING & FOOTWEAR

COSTUME

PERSONAL MAINTENANCE

JOUVERT

CARNIVAL FOOTWEAR

DRINKS BY THE BAR

TOTAL

2018

2008 2018WOMEN MENMEN WOMEN

$200 Increase

$6,840 (tickets for 
him AND her)

$900 (Gym Nov-Feb)

$400 Increase

$900 
(1 bottle per fete)

$2,000 ($650 of that is 
drinks for her)

$50

$3,600 (a jeans, a 
shoe and 7 shirts)

$90 (3 trips to the 
barber)

$1000 Increase

$2000

$0

$0

$0

$550

$10,200 $18,220 $16,720 26,215

$600

$50

$100 
(maybe 2 drinks
for the season)

$1300 (mani, pedi, 
lash extensions  OR 

1 good weave)

$900 (Yoga Nov-Feb)

$400 Increase

$3500

$300

$900

$0 

$0

$2800 (6 new outfits)

$30
(cups and ice)

FETE TICKETS
 (4 COOLER AND 1 ALL INCLUSIVE)

// COIN //
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Top 10 
insta 
hotties

Top 10 
insta 
hotties

Here is another instalment of our Top10 
"insta-hotties".  These are the ladies that 
have us constantly returning to their page 
for another look. Trust us, whether you're 
male or female, you want to be following 
these women on the 'gram.

This singer/dancer/actor has us secretly en-
amoured with her sultry voice and her even 
sultrier looks.  This smoking hot songstress 
keeps our eyes and ears yearning for more. 

Yes, her name is actually Epiph-
any. We were surprised as well. 
This Jamaican/Trini is brand new 
to social media so don’t have mo-
ment of sudden great revelation 
when you see her around.

She is patois perfection. This 
French-Trinidadian human has 
us speaking in tongues. You 
can’t miss her when she walks 
into a room. 

You rarely see her at events so 
when you do, its almost like a 
unicorn sighting. When you do, 
however, you're not likely to for-
get. If you ever see her in public, 
take a pic because we won’t 
believe you.

@leelee_anthony

@epiphanyracquel

@amandasingh_ @brittzz_x

@shadikday

04

08

10 09

07

@naiomimaharaj

01

@chloejoseph17

@chelsgomez@sarahamark

03

0506

@siennathornhill

02
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